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Abstract
Background: Self-defense is legitimate both in common law and in civil law systems. Nevertheless, there remains the
age-old question for the prosecutor to identify the limit between the righteous self-defense and the self-defense with
excessive force. In these cases, the gathering of all evidence by a forensic multidisciplinary team is essential to provide
the necessary data for the prosecutor’s evaluation.
Case presentation: The case of a 55-year-old man who was killed in front of his neighbor’s house is described. The
prosecutor alerted the forensic team, classifying the crime as a gunshot homicide. The neighbor immediately admitted
his responsibility as self-defense. Moreover, the relatives of the victim told a different version of the story, assuring that
the neighbor had killed him for futile motivations. For these reasons, the prosecutor established further investigations,
such as autopsy, the K-9 unit exploration, and alerting the forensic biologist for analysis.
Conclusions: This case aims to highlight the teamwork of multidisciplinary forensic expertise to solve complex cases;
moreover, combining ultra-specialist forensic activities, such as the K-9 unit, it is possible to collect all the evidence to
submit to the prosecutor for the formulation of judgment.
Keywords: Forensic canine unit, Genetic analysis, Touch DNA, Crime scene reconstruction

Background
In the Italian law system, legitimate defense is contemplated
in article 52 of the penal code: “… if someone legitimately
presents in one of the places indicated therein uses a legitimately held weapon or other suitable means in order to
defend: a) one’s own or others’ safety; b) the goods of one’s
own or others, when there is no desistence and there is a
danger of aggression ….” In English law, a similar principle
is proposed in the case “Beckford v R (1988)”: “A defendant
is entitled to use reasonable force to protect himself, others
for whom he is responsible and his property.” However,
notwithstanding its legitimacy, there remains the age-old
question for the prosecutor to identify the limit between
righteous self-defense and self-defense with excessive force.
In these cases, the gathering of all evidence by a forensic
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multidisciplinary team is essential to provide the necessary
data for the prosecutor’s evaluation.
In the last few years, a multidisciplinary approach to the
crime scene is believed an essential investigation tool (Bilge
et al. 2003; Kahana et al. 2005; Harding et al. 2011; Pomara
et al. 2015; Maglietta et al. 2017; Sessa et al. 2018); in this
manner, the gathering of evidence is guaranteed, clarifying
the principal aspects of the facts.
The forensic team involved in crime scene investigations,
especially in cases where it may be necessary to identify
hidden objects or invisible traces, is increasingly integrated
with the use of trained dog units to search for decomposing human odors. The cadaver dogs are used to detect and
localize hidden human remains or fluids (blood, urine,
etc.) due to the high perception of the canine olfactory
system and the relative facility with which dogs can be
trained and managed (Riezzo et al. 2014).
The dogs, at first, were used only as a hunting tool,
only later were they used as an instrument of detecting
by many governments and law enforcement agencies.
Current employment of scent dogs includes the detection of drugs, explosives, accelerants, humans (alive and
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dead), agricultural products, money, melanomas, and
pests (Lorenzo et al. 2003).
The bailiwick of human remains detector (HRD) canines, also known as cadaver dogs, is the search and recovery; these units are coached to identify living humans,
often in open and wild space or disaster settings (DeGreeff
et al. 2012).
Search and rescue in mass disasters is frequently very
difficult as well as in searching for missing persons,
particularly when they are dead. In these cases, “human
odor” (linked with specific characteristics of each
person) passes to “dead human odor” (a dead body,
specifically a human corpse, has a rank and pungent
smell); for these reasons, it was very difficult for dogs
to evaluate correctly all crime scenes searching for the
right scent trace (Marchal et al. 2016).
For this reason, dogs are trained to locate human
remains, including whole bodies, body parts, tissues,
blood, bone, and decomposition fluids. Several studies
have focused on the ability of cadaver dogs to locate
extremely small or aged scent sources. However, the
performance of the dogs can be influenced by practice, familiarity with the odor source, and ambient
conditions (Cablk and Sagebiel 2011). For the training, the instructor can use human bone, gauze that
has been soaked in decomposition fluid, blood, adipocere, grave dirt, and articles or clothing previously in
contact with remains (Komar 1999), because in real
scenarios, dogs can search for a range of odors, from
fresh and putrefied bodies to ancient skeletal remains.
However, the limits of the use of cadaver dogs are the
absence of standardized procedures in their training
and the admissibility of human “odor mortis” discrimination in courts (DeGreeff et al. 2012; McEwen and
McDonough 2016). With the purpose of identifying
“standard training technique,” many studies have been
performed, using human tissues and their degradation,
analyzing reactive oxygen species, autolysis, microorganisms, or scavengers. Moreover, it is particularly
interesting the attempt to identify the specific production of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (Rendine et
al. 2018).
Nevertheless, it is very important to collect and preserve the evidence following the well-established
protocols for forensic services, in order to preserve
the evidence, both avoiding contamination and assuring the respect of “chain of custody” (Butler 2011).
The purpose of this report is to underline the importance of a multidisciplinary forensic team during
crime scene investigations; the careful collection and
analysis of evidence could be considered essential for
crime resolution. Indeed, in this case, the activity of
the K-9 (canine) unit and the following genetic analyses, supplied in a decisive manner by the forensic
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pathologist, helped the prosecutor to classify this
manslaughter as self-defense.

Case presentation
The case of a 55-year-old man killed in front of his
neighbor’s house is described. The prosecutor alerted
the forensic team, classifying the crime as a gunshot
homicide. On the crime scene, the man was found supine in a large pool of blood, on a sidewalk. Two bullet
cases were collected at the crime scene: one at 370 cm
from the corpse on the sidewalk and the other one near
the steps in front of the entrance door of the building, at
390 cm from the corpse. The door of the house was
open, and the lower panel of this door was broken. Both
the window of this house and the windscreen of a car,
parked nearby, were broken.
The neighbor admitted immediately his responsibility advocating the self-defense principle, declaring that
he had killed the man because the latter had attacked
him first with a golf club used to smash his car windscreen and the house door panel. The investigators
did not believe this reconstruction because no golf
club was found on the crime scene. Moreover, the
relatives of the victim said that the murderer had
killed him for futile motivations. For these reasons,
according to the forensic pathologist’s advice, the
prosecutor called for further investigations: autopsy,
the K-9 unit exploration, and alerting the forensic
biologist.
The external examination

The external examination of the body showed the
presence of three gunshot wounds: the first, on the
fourth left intercostal space, linear and with finely
frayed and everted edges (exit hole); the second, on
the left upper abdominal quadrant, round-shaped with
frayed and inverted margins (entrance hole); and the
third, on the right dorsal region, round-shaped with
frayed and inverted margins (entrance hole).
Autopsy findings

Computed tomography was performed 24 h later showing bilateral hemothorax, hemopericardium, vanishing
aorta sign (Cafarelli et al. 2018), and a metal-density
foreign body in the subcutaneous fat of the right gluteus. The following autopsy examination revealed that
one bullet passed through the heart (Fig. 1). Moreover,
300 cc of blood in the pericardial cavity, 650 cc of blood in
the left pleural cavity, and 1000 cc of blood in the right
pleural cavity were found. A retained bullet was confirmed
in the adipose tissue surrounding the right gluteus maximus. The cause of death was attributed to hypovolemic
shock from multiple lesions of the heart and the thoracic
aorta. Multiple lesions of the small intestine were also
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victim’s son had removed it from the crime scene. A
new inspection with the K-9 unit, composed of two dogs
trained to detect cadaveric blood traces, was performed.
After several minutes, the golf club was found buried in
a field in front of the victim’s house (Fig. 2).
Medical-legal physical examination performed on the
murderer

The clinical examination performed on the murderer
showed the presence of two injuries, one on the head
and the other one on the left leg, both ribbon-shaped,
with irregular, finely jagged and slightly diastased margins, consistent with wounds produced by a blunt body,
with a compression and traction mechanism. After the
finding of the golf club, the pathologist described a
compatibility of the lesions with golf club blows.
Genetic analysis

Fig. 1 Heart of the victim. The probe indicates the bullet trajectory

described. Histochemical analysis of skin samples
surrounding the entrance gunshot wounds showed no
presence of sodium rhodizonate granules, consistent with
a firing distance greater than 40 cm.
K-9 unit searches

The victim’s family denied the presence of the golf club,
even if some witnesses told to the prosecutor that the

DNA extraction was performed following the QIAmp®
DNA Investigator Kit protocol (QIAGEN Vic, AUS). The
concentration of all DNA extracted was determined with
the use of the Quantifiler Duo DNA Quantification Kit
(Applied Biosystems), according to the manufacturer’s
guidelines. Duplicate quantifiler standards ranging from
50 to 0.023 ng/μL and duplicate negative controls were
processed in tandem with the reactions. Both reactions
were carried out on the ABI PRISM 7500 Sequence
Detection System (Applied Biosystems). All samples were
amplified with the Identifiler Plus Amplification Kit
(Applied Biosystems).
The first step was performed comparing the DNA profile of the guilty man (obtained with a buccal swab) with
the blood traces collected on the head of the golf club,
demonstrating a perfect match.
Moreover, the adhesive tape technique was utilized
to collect trace DNA on the golf club grip with the

Fig. 2 The golf club used by the victim to attack the neighbor. It was concealed by the relatives but it was discovered by the K-9 unit. In the
inset, the presence of biological traces (blood) is highlighted
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aim of obtaining the “touch DNA” of the victim,
demonstrating that he was the last handler of the golf
club. The “adhesive tape” lifting technique was
applied because it is quick and straightforward, even
if the DNA extraction is slightly challenging due to
the stickiness, rigidity, and size of the tape (Forsberg
et al. 2016). The “touch DNA” profile was compared
with the victim’s DNA typing, obtained with a tissue
(spleen) taken during autopsy. The profile comparison
showed a compatibility with the victim’s DNA profile
(Fig. 3a, b). All profiles are summarized in Table 1.
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Indeed, even if there are three extra peaks (marked in
red in Table 1), considering the quantity of DNA
obtained from sampling the golf club grip, this could
be interpreted as allelic “drop in.” For the other loci,
a perfect match was reported.
Ballistic investigations

The ballistic evidence collected during the judicial inspection and the autopsy were examined and compared
with the firearm given by the murderer. The bullets were
compatible with the weapon and were the same as the

Fig. 3 The reference profile of the victim (a) was compared with the profile obtained with adhesive tape (b)
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Table 1 STRs obtained analyzing all samples. The extra-peaks are indicated in red
STR

Victim profile
(spleen tissue)

Touch DNA profile
(sampled on golf club grip)

Murderer profile
(buccal swab)

Blood stain
(sampled on golf club head)

D8S1179

14/14

14/14

14/15

14/15

D21S11

27/31

27/31

30/33.2

30/33.2

D7S820

7/10

7/10

8/11

8/11

CSF1PO

10/14

10/14 (13)

10/12

10/12

D3S1358

15/17

15/17

16/16

16/16

THO1

7/9.3

7/9.3

7/9.3

7/9.3

D13S317

10/11

10/11

8/12

8/12

D16S539

12/13

12/13

11/12

11/12

D2S1338

18/20

18/20

17/17

17/17

D19S433

12/15

12/15

13/13.2

13/13.2

vWA

15/19

15/19 (18)

16/16

16/16

TPOX

8/8

8/8

9/11

9/11

D18S51

12/12

12/12

12/15

12/15

Amel.

X/Y

X/Y

X/Y

X/Y

D5S818

12/12

12/12

12/13

12/13

FGA

22/25

22/25 (33.2)

20/24

20/24

cartridge inside. Furthermore, the gunshot residue test
carried out on the murderer’s hands was positive.
The study of the wounds allowed the reconstruction
of the bullet trajectories: The first shot was fired from
below to above, from back to front, and from right to
left (entrance hole on the right dorsal region with
inverted edges, surrounded by excoriation; exit hole
on the 4th left intercostal space, with everted edges
and absence of excoriations, larger than the first one).
The second shot was fired from the top down, from
front to back, and from left to right (entrance hole
on the left upper abdominal quadrant with inverted
edges, surrounded by excoriation; with the bullet
retained in right gluteal region). The macroscopic and
microscopic characteristics (negativity of the coloration with sodium rhodizonate) of the entry hole
established that the firing distance was greater than
40 cm, according to the statement of the murderer.
Toxicological analysis

In order to check for the presence of drugs (such as
cocaine, cannabinoids, methadone, and amphetamine)
or alcohol, a toxicological examination was performed
both on the victim’s and murderer’s samples (urine
and blood). Toxicological examinations of the autopsy
samples showed negative results concerning routinely
checked substances such as opiates, amphetamines,
benzodiazepines, cannabinoids, antidepressants, and
cocaine. Alcohol was also negative. Moreover, the
same toxicological examinations on the murderer’s
urine and blood were also negative.

At the end of the investigations, combining all
“puzzle cards,” the Court decided to acquit the man
based on self-defense. Indeed, the forensic examination and other evidence (such as genetic analysis,
toxicological and ballistic examinations) confirmed the
statements of the murderer.

Discussion
Frequently, several crimes are classified as “cold
cases” because they remain unsolved, with the suspect
being acquitted; on the contrary, other cases are erroneously solved by mistake; thus, innocent subjects are
condemned. These two undesirable situations could
be a severe consequence of loss of evidence during
the criminal investigation.
A successful crime scene investigation starts with a
correct analysis of the crime scene. A good crime
scene investigation must be logical, scientific, and
methodic. The goal of a systematic approach is to
optimize the identification and collection of evidence
and to minimize mistakes (Baxter Jr 2015). The first
step of this process consists in making the involved
area safe. This is important to prevent the destruction
and contamination of evidence. The examiner must
make a careful inspection of the scene, to formulate a
first rough supposition about the dynamics of the
events (Rudin and Inman 2000). This is a crucial
phase that influences the following examiner’s decision about which traces must be collected. For this
reason, during this period, the investigator must be
neutral; he has to analyze all the statements and take
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into account all possible theories, but he will rely exclusively on scientific evidence. The following purpose
of the examiner is to document permanently the
scene. This is a crucial aspect of the entire process,
as it ensures that all the information will be available
in succeeding investigations. It is essential to write
detailed notes and observations to provide an accurate record of events (including drawings that support
the report) and to capture the scene with photographs. All these recording procedures integrate with
others (Miller and Massey 2016). Another important
task of crime scene investigators is to collect,
preserve, and analyze all evidence in an efficient way,
in order to avoid sample contamination or degradation. It is very important that everyone involved in
the crime scene investigation and in the processing of
samples wear sterile protective garments since normal
clothing can carry DNA derived from epithelial cells
(Verdon et al. 2014a; Hess and Haas 2017). In the
discussed case, all recommendations to avoid crime
scene contamination were respected; for example, the
samples were collected wearing protective suits and
sterile latex gloves; in addition, every sample was kept
in a different paper envelopes, as plastic can induce
the formation of humidity that could alter biological
traces, especially if these are not dry.
In complex criminal cases, in addition to the pathologist’s analysis, the involvement of other figures who can
play a pivot role is mandatory.
In the present case, the involvement of the K-9 unit
was essential to solve the case. In many countries,
trained dogs are used in the forensic field to identify
scents left by criminals on the crime scene, thanks to
their sensitive olfactory system (Schoon 2005). Trained
dogs can identify odors covered by other strong odors
(Kalmus 1955) and are able to recognize odors coming
from different parts of the body of the same person
(Settle et al. 1994). In the present case, according to the
first crime scene examination and the statement of the
victim’s relatives, the investigations were moving towards
an excess of self-defense. Therefore, the K-9 unit was
needed to find the golf club used by the victim to attack
the murderer. Dogs were able to identify the item by
smelling the odor of the blood present on the golf club,
thanks to the specific training to recognize and follow
the trail of human blood (Riezzo et al. 2014; Rendine et
al. 2018). After the discovery of the golf club, further investigations were made, thanks to the two different types
of genetic analysis. Touch DNA was obtained from the
epithelial cells left on the handled object (van Oorschot
et al. 2019). The difficulty in the extraction of this type
of DNA is due to its invisibility and to the fact that it is
usually present in small quantities on these items (Verdon et al. 2014b). There are different techniques to
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obtain touch DNA, each one appropriate to the object
on which DNA must be sampled (Meakin and Jamieson
2013).
In this case, the adhesive tape method was used to
collect the sample from the grip of the golf club. Even if
this technique is quick and straightforward, to date,
according to Forsberg et al. (2016), this type of DNA
extraction needs some shrewdness. Indeed, in order to
obtain enough DNA, the prolongation of the overnight
incubation at 56 °C and a constant mixing of the samples
were applied.
The discovery of “touch DNA” has broadened the investigators’ horizon since it is possible to obtain genetic
profiles from a crime scene in the absence of biological
fluids. The genetic profile derived from “touch DNA”
was compared and matched with the reference profile
of the victim, obtained from spleen tissue. Furthermore,
the DNA obtained from the blood present on the head
of the golf club matched the DNA extrapolated from a
buccal swab of the murderer.
The combination of all this evidence led to the reconstruction of the dynamics, confirming the statements of
the murderer; thus, helping the judge in making the
judgment of acquittal: it was self-defense.

Conclusion
This study provides some insights on the importance of
“touch DNA” and on the techniques used to recover this
particular trace DNA. This kind of evidence is very useful
in a wide range of criminal investigations ranging from
theft and sexual violence to murder. In the presented case,
the possibility to identify the last handler of the golf club
grip was very useful for the investigation.
Moreover, the role of the K-9 unit is highlighted as an
indispensable tool for crime scene investigation, particularly in those cases where important evidence could be
concealed. Indeed, as discussed in this paper, in similar
cases, without the presence of this support, evidence identification was very difficult, as well as the subsequent
reconstruction of the events.
Finally, for these several reasons, this case report shows
that in complex criminal cases the use of a multidisciplinary approach is mandatory. This has to involve different
specialists, depending on the cases, to guarantee a
complete and correct scientific evaluation to support the
investigation.
Abbreviation
K-9(canine): Units
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